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Embracing User Education

A Program…
A Paradigm Shift…

Not a Point-and-Click Tutorial

Case in Point: SAP® APO®
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Speaking before a U.S. Senate hearing

committee in February 2005, Federal

Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan

observed that America’s strong

comparative advantage is rooted 

in its education system and in its

people—we applaud human creativity

and have a government and economy

that enable us to leverage leading

thinking to greater gain.

The challenge unspoken in

Greenspan’s remarks is to apply 

these resources.

For many business leaders, a first

step in taking their organizations to a

higher level of supply chain planning

is replacing older systems to leverage

new capabilities offered by tools like

SAP® Advanced Planning and

Optimization (APO) software.

Too often though, knowledge about

the new tool that is relayed to

personnel who will actually be using

it is not sufficient to enable them—

or their organizations—to adequately

leverage the software’s full potential

or to successfully operate in a new

paradigm.

In our experience, helping companies

in the midst of implementing systems 

like APO and assisting those 

managing supply chain issues post-

implementation, the single greatest

obstacle to realizing performance

improvements and a

commensurate return on

investment is a user community

that is not properly prepared 

“The inclusion of an
educational program that
runs in parallel with your

various implementation
phases is a proven way 

to significantly increase user
self-sufficiency and a rapid

return on your technology
investment.”

or aware of the new

environment they will 

be required to monitor 

and manage going forward.

The key to ensuring such self-

sufficiency does not lie within a set 

of business process procedures

buried on some server. It is not some

sink-or-swim exercise to be endured

by ill-prepared users sitting through 

a hurried “integration test” phase

while the solution is only partially

complete. And you will not find 

it in the host of block-diagram

descriptions typically rolled out

during a project’s “blueprint” phase,

that contrast the “as is” and “to be”

processes yet make little sense or add

little value after the go-live date.

Certainly, user participation is vital

across all implementation phases—

to bolster buy-in and to glean the

essential insight into day-to-day

operations that is so important 

to effectively implementing new

technology tools. But the more

important challenge is to determine

the best way to continually improve:

n User understanding of how the new

tool will change their daily business

roles.

n User knowledge of the new supply

chain environment in which they

will work, both during and after the

implementation project is complete.

SAP APO provides resources to help

you do both.
Any trademarks referenced here are 

the property of their respective owners.
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Think Training First
For companies in “implementation

mode” or just budgeting for a new

roll out, the inclusion of an

educational program that runs in

parallel with the various project

phases is a proven way to significantly

increase user self-sufficiency.

Ideally, the task of developing and

deploying such initiatives should 

rest with resources other than those

responsible for configuring and

preparing the system—not the

change-management “cheerleaders”

who marketed the project and have 

a vested interest in perpetuating 

the promise of potential benefits, 

but business professionals with deep

skills in the application, who can 

also interact with the implementation

resources, project stakeholders, 

and end users. The end goal: to

develop a program that educates

users in the technology as well

as targeted new supply chain

processes and the various ways

they can help everyone better

achieve your company’s

strategic business goals.

Similarly, for companies that may

already be using APO functionality

but struggling to transition business

processes and users to the new

technology, an education/process-

optimization program can help speed

return on investment (ROI). The same

holds true even for organizations that

follow a more methodical “crawl,

walk, run” approach—to more easily

“digest” the new technology following

an implementation or migration.

The most rewarding
educational approach is to

blend functional system
training and targeted supply
chain process knowledge into

a cohesive program.

This may come 
as a surprise to anyone

“schooled” prior to the era 
of Web enablement.

In any of these situations, the most

rewarding educational approach 

is to blend functional system

training and targeted supply

chain process knowledge into 

a cohesive program. But this 

may come as a surprise to anyone

“schooled” prior to the era of 

Web-enablement.

In years past, for example, project

leaders who replaced legacy systems

with transactional applications like

SAP® R/3® relied on straightforward

“point and click” training programs.

Trainers who were asked “Why do 

we do that?” could generally respond

by saying “That step is required 

to complete the transaction so that 

all the data is properly captured.”

These days, answering similar

questions requires a much more

comprehensive knowledge base

because applications like SAP APO,

designed to manage today’s

sophisticated supply chain planning

systems, are predicated on far more

subjective issues:

n Why does my statistical forecast

model make this projection?

n How will my promotion or new

product introduction impact my

demand for this product or similar

products?

n How will bringing demand forward

impact my available capacity within

my plants?

n How should I meet demand—

through inventory prebuild, third-

party subcontracting, or expanded

machine and labor capacities?
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n Why am I holding safety stock 

in my various distribution centers

for these particular products?

n What is my focus in meeting

supply, what trade-offs do I allow?

n How will my production sequencing

affect my set-up/tear-down times,

and what is the impact to my

machine capacities?

n When should I produce, in what

plant, how much will it cost 

and what capacity will be used?

n When and how do I intervene

proactively during planning cycles

and what alerts should I set up 

to help me?

n Why have I committed specific

inventory or production capacity 

at this point in time to meet

customer demand?

Questions like these and countless

others reflect the sophistication 

of modern supply chains—the issues

that keep planning and operations

personnel awake at night—and thus

the necessarily inherent complexity 

of today’s supply chain automation

systems.

With advanced applications

handling more of the “heavy-

lifting” calculations, the role of

users has changed from one of

creating data to one of analyzing

it. But the iterative nature or “mind-

mapping” capabilities of these

applications requires a different

approach to educating 

end users and business managers—

an approach that broadens their

understanding of supply chain

“[System] disasters are often
blamed on bad software, 

but the cause is rarely bad
programming. As systems

grow more complicated,
failures instead have far less

technical explications: 
bad management,

communication, or training.”
—CNN.com: Software

Disasters are Often
People Problems

management, far beyond just 

a “Do this, click that,” regimen.

Fundamentally, “training” describes 

a process of “instructing” people 

on how to work within a system.

Animals are trainable. But

“education,” specifically adult

education, defines the theory and

process of imparting both knowledge

and a pragmatic understanding 

of the proper application of that

knowledge. The best program

combines training and

education that is custom-

tailored for a specific instance

or company.

The Proof is in 
the (Best) Practice
According to research findings

published in its 2004 State of the

Industry Report, the American

Society for Training and

Development (ASTD) reported

several trends among companies 

that have successfully recognized and

addressed the need for technology

training vs. education programs:

n Companies earning an “ASTD

BEST” award averaged nearly

$1,200 per year more in expenditure

per employee on training.

n ASTD BEST companies have steadily

increased their expenditure for

external services to 27% since 2002.

n In 2004, the average percent of

payroll invested in learning was

nearly double for ASTD BEST

companies in comparison to other

companies: 4.16% vs. 2.52%.
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The report also highlighted common

characteristics of ASTD BEST

companies:

n A combination of educational

programs balanced with other

performance-improvement

solutions

n High level of investment in learning

(although some spend less than 

the norm)

n Measurement and demonstration 

of efficiency and effectiveness 

of the learning function

n Demonstrated chief-level (C-level)

involvement with, and support for,

learning

n Alignment of learning with business

needs and individual employee

competency needs

n Provision for a broad range 

of internal and external,

formal and informal learning

opportunities

Many companies are getting

education right—not only by

increasing expenditures for training

employees, but also by implementing

measures to evaluate (and validate)

the impact of such programs.

The ASTD report shows that

executives are willing to leverage

available tools and offerings designed

to create greater impact and enhance

employee productivity during 

and after the implementation 

of more sophisticated applications. 

In response, many software vendors

have developed solutions to help

facilitate a new educational approach.

“The Bottom Line—To be
effective…application training

must be presented…not
simply as a tutorial about

how to navigate the system.”
—AMR Research

Solutions for Maximizing 
Your Modern Supply Chain
SAP® Solution Manager is one such

tool designed to help speed ROI

and support learning by organizing

the wealth of documentation and

information generated during 

an implementation. Solution

Manager can also serve as a vehicle 

for communicating with SAP support

personnel going forward, creating 

a win-win-win situation—for the

client, SAP, and other parties that use

or manage the system.

In the past, implementation projects

typically followed methodologies

geared toward the configuration 

of transactional, enterprise resource

planning (ERP) systems. These

methodologies may have been

developed internally, by the client

company, or externally by a

consulting partner company 

or by vendor service groups like 

SAP Accelerated SAP (ASAP).

A host of smaller vendors developed

separate tools to complement these

methodologies from a testing and

training perspective. Many of these

tools (like RWD) worked well

reproducing processes step-by-step

for transactional systems like SAP

R/3; however, they proved to be 

not nearly as effective at handling 

the iterative and intelligent nature 

of advanced planning systems.

Today’s cutting-edge decision-support

tools are used to help manage and

predict future need, not just track
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what has already occurred. 

This complication of being able 

to apply “situational” business rules

underscores the need to also be able 

to “rationalize” decisions based 

on many factors—to understand how,

when, and why to invest resources 

in “managing by exception.”

Training people how to use 

ERP applications is world’s

apart from training them how 

to use modern supply chain

management applications. 

Yet many business managers make

the same mistake (when it comes 

to training) of following a similar

enterprise roll-out approach. 

The result is poor user adoption 

in key areas where a company might

otherwise gain the most competitive

advantage and profitability, if only

users had first appropriately

“mastered” the technology.

Current tools like SAP Solution

Manager incorporate the ASAP

methodology, complete with other

accelerators and templates to speed

FIGURE 1—The Tree of Knowledge:

SAP® Solution Manager provides easy

access to structured information—

at a glance and on demand—to help

facilitate not only ease of operation 

but also a deeper, more comprehensive

understanding of the tool and its

application throughout your organization.

(Transactions for individual process steps

are listed in another window.)

“SAP® Solution Manager 
illustrates the emphasis that

software developers are
placing on true knowledge

transfer and self-sufficiency,
in favor of simplistic “point-

and-click” training 
or configuration checklists.”

implementation of SAP applications.

Solution Manager also works nicely

with RWD and other tools that map

transactions. What truly differen-

tiates Solution Manager, and the

source of its real power, is the way 

it enables system managers to

organize and access documentation

and information, providing the 

ability to drill sequentially through:

n Business scenarios

n Associated business processes

n Specific business process steps

n Transactions (based on SAP 

or non- SAP applications)

Using Solution Manager, companies

have the flexibility to precisely map

their business structures; append

associated documentation like

training guides, “how-to” aids, 

or process descriptions; and add

configuration notes. (Solution

Manager provides the ability 

to “jump” to a specific configuration

setting in any of the SAP IMG

structures—see Figure 1.)

Embracing User Education: SAP® APO®—A Program…A Paradigm Shift…Not a “Point-and-Click” Tutorial
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A unique framework is developed

during the project blueprint phase,

built out during the implementation

phase, used to develop specific

scenarios during the testing phase,

and then archived to serve as a

repository for streamlined access 

to essential documentation—

providing immediate convenience 

for end users and long-term value 

for new hires who may reference 

the documents post-go-live.

Built to “reside” atop all other SAP

applications, Solution Manager also

serves as a main conduit for

troubleshooting and issue tracking,

with its access to SAP Support

enabling visibility into issue-resolution

efforts and specific configuration

areas impacted (see Figure 2).

FIGURE 2—SAP Solution Manager 

provides a central source and structure 

for maintaining documentation and

configuration, accessing Web services,

and communicating with SAP support.

It’s an optimal framework for helping

business leaders more effectively manage

their implementations and support business

development on an ongoing basis.

Just One Part of Your
Progressive Plan for Learning
While SAP Solution Manager 

is certainly not the sole answer 

to the question of how best to ensure

effective end-user education, 

it illustrates the emphasis that

software developers are placing 

on true knowledge transfer and 

self-sufficiency, in favor of simplistic

“point-and-click” training 

or configuration checklists.

Clearly, ease of access to key

information is important for

maintaining user buy-in and

adoption of sophisticated planning

systems. But what the advanced

capabilities of Solution Manager

really indicate is just one aspect

of the fundamental shift 
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in the way business leaders

think about projects, project

management, and personnel. 

As evidenced by the ASTD report,

there is a transition among business

leaders toward a more enlightened

understanding of how specific

transactions and configurations are

driven by (or the result of) actions

taken to better serve customers 

or improve the bottom line.

Technology-based employee

education programs must

therefore focus not just on

which buttons to push or

transactions to execute, 

but also on ways to capture the

intelligence required to leverage

the tools most effectively in 

a specific business or industry.

A Proven Approach: 
Customized Training Based 
on Real-World Operations
Choosing to leverage specialized

technology like SAP Solution

Manager is an important first step

toward supply chain planning and

operational “enlightenment.”

Deploying a program that empowers

personnel to use that technology

effectively is a vital second step 

to achieving your educational goal.
THE “EDUCATIONAL”

EVOLUTION OF MAN

Properly planned and executed,

a customized adult-education program,

based on real-world operations, enables

technology users and managers to rapidly

“evolve” from a state of unconscious

incompetence to unconscious competence! Unconsciously
Incompetent

Consciously
Incompetent

Consciously
Competent

Unconsciously
Competent

Educating business analysts to

become skilled users of decision-

support tools requires scenario-based

training that reflects actual processes

and procedures, either established

practices already in place or new ones

about to be rolled out. Since adults

learn differently than children, the

goal is not only to relay essential

knowledge, but to make sure that

students retain the information 

they need to work more effectively—

within your business and toward 

your strategic goals.

To ensure knowledge retention, 

real-world training content, including

day-in-the-life work aids and “cheat

sheets” must be based on your

industry, your business processes,

your data, and your nomenclature—

the language of your workplace. 

To establish a baseline

understanding of common

practices among all personnel—

across divisions or (increasingly)

across the globe—it is important

to make sure that all courseware

is developed and presented at 

a level and in a manner that is

easy for anyone to understand.
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Adopting and budgeting for this kind

of approach from the very outset 

of any project helps business leaders

maintain control of their investment, 

their educational content, and their

operations. Retaining ownership

prevents software vendors from

defining your processes; it also helps

ensure the long-term viability of your

training program. For example,

incorporating proprietary instructor’s

notes into your curriculum is one 

way to guarantee long-term ROI, 

since it enables multiple instructors 

to consistently target key points 

over time.

There are other advantages to an

integrated educational program:

n Creating a standard approach 

or “best practice” for executing

daily tasks

n Building a structured process 

for training and cross-training

employees, and orienting new hires

n Ensuring that all trainees receive

the same base-level information

and key points. All too often newly

trained employees are only as

capable as the person who trained

them. Since not everyone is good 

at training people, some employees

could be at a disadvantage.

n Testing or certification is vital—

not merely to track performance,

but to validate that students have

absorbed the information in such 

a way that they will be able to apply

it appropriately, in a variety

of situations.

Developed early and deployed 

in conjunction with resources like

SAP Solution Manager, a holistic,

customized, process-centric approach

to technology-based training offers

one of the surest ways to successfully

transition your users and your

enterprise to a new way of thinking

and a new way of doing business.

The end result will be a more positive

impact on your company’s bottom

line and a better return on your

technology investment.

#

To learn more, contact the supply

chain specialists at Spinnaker. 

Call 1 877-476-0576 or visit

www.spinnakermgmt.com


